Abstract. Normann proved that the domains of the game model of PCF (the domains of sequential functionals) need not be dcpos. Sazonov has defined natural domains for a theory of such incomplete domains.
Introduction
Is the tacit agreement (perhaps a kind of "dogma") of the directed completeness of semantic domains falling? We might get this impression from the recent results of Dag Normann and Vladimir Sazonov on the game model of PCF. So we begin this introduction with a brief history of the models of PCF.
History. PCF is a simply typed λ-calculus on integers with higher-order recursion. The concept of PCF was formed by Dana Scott in 1969, see the historical document [18] . It is used as a prototypical programming language to explore the relationship between operational and denotational semantics, see the seminal paper of Gordon Plotkin [15] . The first model of Scott was made of directed complete partial orders, beginning with flat domains for integers and booleans and the full domain of continuous functionals for higher-order types. It was natural to demand directed completeness of the domains, so that we get a definition of continuity that leads to closure under function spaces and the existence of all conceivable fixpoints for the semantics of recursive functions. But the model contained ideal elements that were not realized in the language: These were finite elements, like the "parallel or" function, or infinite elements (as lubs of directed sets of finite elements). The presence of the finite unrealized elements (like "parallel or") already causes the model to be not fully abstract (i.e. the denotational semantics does not match the operational one), as was observed by Gordon Plotkin [15] .
The question of a fully abstract model arose, where a model was supposed to consist of directed complete partial orders, following the established "dogma". The first fully abstract cpo model was constructed by Robin Milner [10] in 1977 from equivalence classes of finite combinator terms by an inverse limit of domains. Later the same model was constructed by Gérard Berry [3] from equivalence classes of proper PCF-terms by an ideal completion.
So this model was built on syntactic terms of the language, which was not considered satisfactory, and the search for a purely mathematical fully abstract cpo model began. The widely accepted solution was the game semantics after 1990 [1, 6, 12] . In game semantics a term of PCF is modeled by a strategy of a game, i.e. by a process that performs a dialogue of questions and answers with the environment, the opponent. These strategies are still intensional; the fully abstract model is formed by a quotient, the extensional collapse. The strategies can be identified with PCF Böhm trees of a certain normal form, see [2, section 6.6] .
It was an open problem whether the model of game domains is isomorphic to Milner's fully abstract cpo-model, i.e. whether its domains are cpos and so contain every element of the cpo-model. This problem was solved by Dag Normann [13] : its domains are not cpos, i.e. there are directed sets that have no lub. The example given by Normann is in type 3 and rather sophisticated. Then Vladimir Sazonov made a first attempt to build a general theory for these non-cpo domains [16, 17] . His main important insight was that functions are continuous only with respect to certain lubs of directed sets that he calls "natural lubs"; these are the hereditarily pointwise lubs in PCF. He defines an abstract structure of "natural domains" [17] as a partial order with an operator that designates certain lubs of (general, not only directed) subsets as "natural lubs", fulfilling some axioms. He shows that the category of natural domains and functions that are continuous w.r.t. the directed natural lubs is a cartesian closed category (ccc). He defines naturally finite elements and natural algebraicity w.r.t. the natural directed lubs, and also shows that naturally algebraic, bounded complete natural domains form a ccc. In a recent paper Normann and Sazonov [14] show that in the game model of PCF, the sequential functionals, there is a Normannexample in a second-order type, there are directed lubs that are not natural, and there are naturally finite elements that are not finite in the classical sense. The main results of the last paper are also covered in the recent textbook of Longley and Normann: "Higher-order computability" [9] , section 7.6.
Generally speaking, all these problems are due to a fundamental mismatch between the two worlds that semantics is relating: The world of syntax, of mechanism (in the form of programming languages and abstract machines), of intension on one side, and the more abstract world of domains and continuous functions, of extension on the other side. The problems are generally caused by restrictions on the syntactic side. So the restriction to sequentiality caused the full abstraction problem for PCF. Its solution, games, are constructions that stand somewhat in the middle between the two worlds.
Sazonov's natural domain theory accounts for another syntactic restriction: that limits of ascending chains of finite elements can only be formed for those chains that are ascending with the syntactic order, as a Boehm tree. (This is not bound to sequentiality, as Sazonov shows in [16] a corresponding model for PCF with parallel conditional.) Natural domains model this incompleteness, but they miss an important property: the existence of fixpoints of endofunctions (on domains with ⊥). (The domains of game semantics have this property, a mechanism always has the fixpoints by construction.) So a category of abstract incomplete domains (e.g. natural domains) must be understood as a (cartesian closed) "house" in which several more syntactic programming language models (with the fixpoint property) live together. We pose as an open problem to find categories of abstract incomplete domains with the existence of fixpoints.
We have seen that the game domain model, the model of sequential functionals, results from a syntactic restriction to Boehm trees. There are other syntactic restrictions conceivable, the most extreme being a restriction just to the terms of PCF itself. So in my paper [11, section 3 ] on Berry's conjectures I have given the definition of a whole spectrum of fully abstract models of PCF ("f-models") as sets of ideals of equivalence classes of finite terms, such that application is defined and every PCF-term has a denotation. In this spectrum Milner's cpo model is the largest model, the pure term model is the least, and the game model is properly between the two.
Ideas of this paper. In this paper we further explore the abstract domain theory of incomplete domains. Our main objective is to find cartesian closed categories. We begin high above the natural domains with the most general conceivable structure, the directedlub partial orders (dlubpo), partial orders with designated directed lubs, in the form of a relation A → D a, meaning that the directed subset A has the natural lub a. The only axiom they must obey is the singleton axiom {a} → D a (Sazonov's axiom 3).
We define lub-rule classes to classify axiom systems with a form like that of natural domains. A lub-rule on a partial order D is a triple (D, P A) with P a set of subsets of |D| that each have a lub and A a subset of |D| that has a lub. This expresses the fact that in D we can infer from the existence of lubs of the elements of P the existence of the lub of A. This inference, this lub-rule, is "valid" if it is invariant under monotonic functions, i.e. every monotonic function f : D → E for some partial order E that respects the lubs of the elements of P respects also the lub of A. We explore axiom systems (of dlubpos) that can be described by classes of valid lub-rules.
We explain the philosophical significance of our translation from an axiom system S to a lub-rule class as a "partial extensionalization" of (the intension of) S, i.e. an extension that is between the pure syntax of S and the full extension, the class of dlubpos that fulfill S.
The validity of a lub-rule can be characterized by a closure operator cl D on subsets of dlubpos D that infers from one element all elements below it, and from a natural subset the natural lub of it. This closure operator already appeared in the work of Bruno Courcelle and Jean-Claude Raoult on completions of ordered magmas [4] .
A lub-rule class is complete if it encompasses all valid lub-rules. The dlubpos generated by a complete lub-rule class are called closed dlubpos (cdlubpo). They can be characterized by the closure operator cl D , i.e. they fulfill the axiom S9 (closure): If A ⊆ |D| is directed with lub a and a ∈ cl D A, then A → D a. They form a ccc. There are natural domains that are no cdlubpo.
In contrast to natural domains, cdlubpos have several characterizations as canonical structures. Cdlubpos are the dlubpos that are "realized" by "restricted dcpos" (rdcpo). So complete domains are coming in again, and the "dogma" of completeness could be "saved". The idea is to complete every cdlubpo with new improper elements (the "blind realizers") to a dcpo that retains the data of the incomplete cdlubpo as a subset, by an order embedding.
This idea of realization of a partial order by a dcpo goes back to Alex Simpson [19] : In Simpson's approach every element of the partial order is realized by one or several realizers of the dcpo, while every realizer of the dcpo realizes exactly one element of the partial order. In our approach every element of the partial order is realized by exactly one realizer of the dcpo, while every realizer of the dcpo realizes at most one element of the partial order. (The two approaches could be combined, see the last section 10 Outlook.)
In a sequel paper we will work out the connection between the categories Dlubpo and Rdcpo. There is an adjunction between them, which establishes an adjoint equivalence between the sub-cccs Cdlubpo and Crdcpo (closed rdcpos). This connection also makes it possible to transfer the theory of cccs of algebraic dcpos to the realm of closed rdcpos resp. cdlubpos.
Outline of the paper.
Preliminaries and notation:
We repeat a concrete definition of cartesian closed categories and basic definitions of dcpo theory. Throughout the paper we will encounter closure and completion procedures that all follow the same abstract scheme. Here we extract this scheme as a fixpoint lemma on powersets and the definition of "rule systems" with their deductions.
Sazonov's definition of natural domains revisited:
We repeat Sazonov's definition of natural domains, and give a simpler equivalent axiom system. Although we deviate from natural domains in the following sections, we will refer to the new axioms that are inferred here. We also show an example of a natural domain where natural lubs are needed for general subsets, not only directed ones. 4. Directed-lub partial orders (dlubpo):
We define directed-lub partial orders as the most general structure we conceive. In this category the exponents, if they exist, have a definition that is generally different from the pointwise exponents of natural domains. We give sufficient conditions on subcategories of Dlubpo to have terminal, products and exponents like the normal ones. The main theorems are that Dlubpo is no ccc, but that the full subcategory of dlubpos that fulfill Sazonov's axiom S5 is already a ccc (with exponents of the general form). This section contains the basic definitions of dlubpos, but the results are mainly unrelated to the rest of the paper, only few minor ones are used in the following sections. For a first reading, I recommend to read only the basic definitions 4.1 to 4.4 and skip the rest of the section. 5. Lub-rule classes and closed dlubpos:
We introduce the (valid) lub-rules, lub-rule systems and (complete, invariant) lub-rule classes we described above. We define closed dlubpos (cdlubpo) fulfilling the closure axiom S9. These are the dlubpos fulfilling all valid (directed) lub-rules. Every cdlubpo is a natural domain. The dlubpos generated by an invariant lub-rule class form a full reflective subcategory of Dlubpo. 6. The ccc of S10-dlubpos:
We introduce a new axiom S10 for dlubpos. The category of these dlubpos is the largest full sub-ccc of Dlubpo that is generated by an invariant lub-rule class and has the pointwise exponents. Every natural domain and every cdlubpo is in this category.
Example of a natural domain that is no cdlubpo:
We first show by a simple finite example that the lub-rule class corresponding to the axioms of natural domains is not complete. Then we give an example of a natural domain that is no cdlubpo.
Algebraic dlubpos:
We show that every algebraic dlubpo that fulfills axiom S6 (cofinality) is a cdlubpo. This means that algebraic natural domains and algebraic cdlubpos are the same. 9. Restricted partial orders and restricted dcpos:
We give a sufficient condition based on subcategory morphisms for a dlubpo to be a cdlubpo. We define restricted partial orders (rpo) and restricted dcpos (rdcpo) and show that cdlubpos are exactly the dlubpos realized by rpos resp. rdcpos. 10. Outlook
Preliminaries and notation
Notation: We mostly write function application without brackets, if possible. Function application associates to the left. If f is a function that is defined on the elements of a set A, then we write f + A = { f a | a ∈ A }. P(S) is the powerset of the set S.
We give some basic definitions of category theory and domain theory, and then a fixpoint lemma on powersets with a definition of "rule systems".
Category theory.
The main property of our categories of domains that interests us here is cartesian closedness. We adopt a concrete definition from [2, def. 4.2.5]:
Definition 2.1 (cartesian closed category). Let K be a category.
The morphism h is denoted by f, g , , is called the pairing operator.
The morphism h is denoted by curry(f ), curry is called the currying operator. A cartesian closed category (ccc) is a category that has a terminal object and all (binary) products and all exponents.
We will also see adjunctions and reflective subcategories, we will mainly use the notations of [8] .
2.2. Domain theory. We take our definitions from the excellent textbook [2] .
A structure D = (|D|, ⊑ D ) is a partial order (po) if |D| is a set and ⊑ D is a binary relation on |D| that is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. ⊑ D is simply written ⊑ if D is clear from the context, and this abbreviation also applies to other structures and indices. A non-empty subset A ⊆ |D| is directed if for all a, b ∈ A there is some c ∈ A with a ⊑ c and b ⊑ c. For a partial order D (or some extension of a partial order with more data)P(D) is the set of subsets of |D| that have a least upper bound (lub) in D; and P ↑ (D) is the set of directed subsets of |D| that have a lub in D. For subsets A, B ⊆ |D| it is written A ⊑ B if for all a ∈ A there is b ∈ B with a ⊑ b; and for A ⊆ |D|, b ∈ |D|: A ⊑ b if for all a ∈ A it is a ⊑ b.
D is a directed complete partial order (dcpo) if every directed subset of A ⊆ |D| has a least upper bound (lub), denoted A. If futhermore D has a least element (written ⊥), then it is called a complete partial order (cpo).
Dcpo is the category of dcpos and continuous functions. The continuity of f is specified by f : D → E, which always means that f is a morphism in the category of D and E. Dcpo is a ccc: The terminal object is the one point dcpo. For dcpos D, E the product is D × E = (|D| × |E|, ⊑ D×E ) where ⊑ D×E is pointwise. The exponent is D ⇒ E = (|D ⇒ E|, ⊑ D⇒E ) where |D ⇒ E| is the set of continuous functions, and ⊑ D⇒E is the pointwise order. Lubs of directed sets of continuous functions are taken pointwise.
2.3. Fixpoint lemma and rule systems. We will encounter many closure and completion procedures that all follow a certain abstract scheme that is here extracted. These results are certainly all well known, but I did not find a reference with proofs in the literature that matches. We will use ordinals, a short introduction to them can be found in [7] . Definition 2.2. Let S be a set. A function f : P(S) → P(S) is a preclosure if it is increasing: for all A ⊆ S it is f A ⊇ A, and it is monotonic: 
To prove B ⊆ C we show that f C = C: By Hartogs' lemma [5] [7, lemma 7.1], there is an ordinal γ that cannot be mapped injectively into S. Assume f (f γ A) = f γ A. Then for every element α of γ, i.e. for every ordinal α < γ, we have f (f α A) = f α A.
If we map each α < γ to some new element of f (f α A) that is not in f α A, we get an injective map from γ into S, contradiction. So it must be f (f γ A) = f γ A = C. As B is the least set with f B = B and A ⊆ B, we get B ⊆ C.
In all our applications of the fixpoint lemma, the preclosure is generated by a rule system on the underlying set S: Definition 2.4 (rule system). A rule system on a set S is a relation ⊆ P(S) × S. The elements of are called rules. The preclosure of this rule system is f : P(S) → P(S) defined by f A = A ∪ { a ∈ S | ∃B ⊆ A. B a }. The closure operator for f is called the closure operator of the rule system, corresponding to closures under the rule system. A deduction of a ∈ S from A ⊆ S in this rule system is some (N, r, lab, pre) where N is the set of nodes, r ∈ N is the root, lab : N → S is the labelling function, pre : { n ∈ N | lab n / ∈ A } → P(N ) is the predecessor function, such that lab r = a, for all n ∈ N with lab n / ∈ A: lab + (pre n) lab n, (we say that lab n is deduced from lab + (pre n)), for all n ∈ N there is a unique finite path of length i ≥ 1: r = n 1 , n 2 ∈ pre n 1 , n 3 ∈ pre n 2 ,. . . , n i = n, and for all n ∈ N there is no infinite path n = n 1 , n 2 ∈ pre n 1 , n 3 ∈ pre n 2 ,. . . . (So such paths end in some n i ∈ N with lab n i ∈ A.)
If there is a deduction of a from A, then the pair (A, a) is called a derived rule of the rule system. So the deduction is a tree with root r labelled a and leaves labelled by elements of A, such that each non-leaf node is deduced by a rule from its predecessors. It has a well-founded structure and we can prove properties of its nodes by induction on this structure. Lemma 2.5. Let be a rule system on a set S, and f its preclosure. Let A ⊆ S and a ∈ S. There is a deduction of a from A in ⇐⇒ a is in the closure of A under f .
Proof. =⇒: Let (N, r, lab, pre) be the deduction of a from A in . We prove by induction on the deduction that for every node n ∈ N , lab n is in the closure B of A under f . This is clear as A ⊆ B and f B = B. ⇐=: We show by induction on α that for every ordinal α and every a ∈ f α A, there is a deduction of a from A. It is clear for α = 0 and α a limit ordinal. For α = β + 1, a is already in f β A or else there is some C ⊆ f β A with C a. In the second case, we build the deduction with root r and lab r = a and connect r to all the deductions of the elements of C as predecessors.
Sazonov's definition of natural domains revisited
In this section we repeat Sazonov's definition of natural domains, and give a simpler equivalent axiom system. We also give an example that shows that natural lubs are needed for general subsets, not only directed ones.
Sazonov's natural domains [17] are a general extrapolation of the domains of the game model of PCF. They are just partial orders with a designation of some of the (general) subsets with lubs as "natural lubs". The natural lubs of directed sets must be respected by the naturally continuous functions. The natural lubs have to obey certain closure conditions which are taylored to ensure cartesian closedness of the resulting category under a certain function space.
We translate the definition into a new notation: instead of the partial natural-luboperator we use a relation symbol → for natural convergence.
X has the natural lub x, such an X is called natural) such that → D can be extended by pairs (X, x) with X ⊆ |D| not directed, x ∈ |D|, to a relation on all subsets, which we also denote → D , and the following axioms are fulfilled for the extended relation (where axiom Sx corresponds to x in Sazonov):
(S4(1)) If {y ij } i∈I,j∈J is a non-empty two-parametric family of elements in |D|, and for every (2)) If I is an index set with a directed partial order, and {y ij } i,j∈I is a two-parametric family of elements in |D| that is monotonic in each parameter i and j, then {y ij } i,j∈I → y ⇐⇒ {y ii } i∈I → y.
Note that we deviate from Sazonov's definition in that we take only the part of the convergence relation on directed subsets as the data of the structure, and leave the existence of the extended relation as a side condition. This is justified by the morphisms of the category, the (naturally) continuous functions, which must be continuous only w.r.t. the directed natural lubs. We get our natural domains by identifying Sazonov's natural domains which have the same order and the same directed natural lubs. The result is an equivalent category. We make this change because we define all other related structures of incomplete domains by convergence of directed sets only.
The specification of the lub in the conclusions of the axioms is redundant, it suffices to specify that the set in question is natural, e.g. in axiom (S2):
We do not count S1 as a proper axiom, instead we treat it as a condition for the relation → that is always presupposed in the sequel. The other proper axioms have a different character, they deduce the naturalness of lubs from existing natural lubs.
We have translated the axiom system into a form that clearly discerns its different parts. It needs a clean-up and simplification. First, we can further split axiom S4(1) into the two axioms S4(1⇒) and S4(1⇐), where the logical equivalence ⇐⇒ is replaced by the indicated direction.
Proposition 3.2. In the presence of axiom S3 (singleton): axioms S2 and S4(1⇐) together are equivalent to the axiom:
Proof. S2 and S4(1⇐) =⇒ S6: Let X → x and X ⊑ Y ⊑ x.
, by axiom S3 and S2. It is {y ij } i∈I,j∈J → x by axiom S2, as X ⊆ {y ij } i∈I,j∈J by X ⊑ Y . We apply axiom S4(1⇐) and deduce {d (a,b) } (a,b)∈I → x. This set is a subset of Y , therefore by axiom S2 we get Y → x. The reverse direction is immediate. (2) is redundant, it follows from axiom S6 (cofinality).
Sazonov proposes an "optional clause, which might be postulated as well", as a replacement for axiom S4 (2):
This does not lead to a stronger axiom system: Proposition 3.4. Axioms S2 and S5 together are equivalent to axiom S6 (cofinality).
Proof. S2 and S5 =⇒ S6:
The reverse direction is immediate.
Next, we want to give axiom S4(1⇒) in a form with sets instead of two-parametric families, to get rid of the index sets of unlimited size: Proposition 3.5. In the presence of axioms S3 (singleton) and S6 (cofinality), axiom S4(1⇒) is equivalent to the axiom:
Proof. S4(1⇒) follows immediately from S7. For the reverse direction, we prove S7 from S4(1⇒). First, we have to prove the two special cases (1) X = ∅ and (2) X = {∅}.
(1) The conclusion of S7 reads
Now assume we do not have case (1) or (2) . Take I = X and J = X. Both I and J are not empty, as is required by S4(1⇒). We define y ij : If i ∈ I = X is not empty, then for all j ∈ J take y ij = j if j ∈ i and else some arbitrary element of i. If i ∈ I is empty, then for all j ∈ J take y ij = ∅ (the least element), this exists as
Then for all nonempty i ∈ I it is i ⊆ {y ij } j∈J and {y ij } j∈J ⊑ d i , so by axiom S6 it is {y ij } j∈J → d i . If i ∈ I is empty, then it is {y ij } j∈J = { ∅} → ∅ by axiom S3. So in every case it is {y ij } j∈J → d i , and we can draw the conclusion of S4(1⇒). Furthermore, if not ∅ ∈ I, then {y ij } i∈I,j∈J = X, and the conclusion of S7 follows. If ∅ ∈ I, then {y ij } i∈I,j∈J = X ∪ { ∅}. From {y ij } i∈I,j∈J → d follows X → d by axiom S6. This is the conclusion of S7.
In summary, we get a nice simpler axiom system as a base for the rest of the paper: Proposition 3.6. The axioms of the Sazonov natural domain are equivalent to S1, S3 (singleton), S6 (cofinality) and S7 (transitivity).
We can further combine axioms S6 and S7, for this we need a new definition: Definition 3.7. Let D be the structure in the beginning of the definition of the Sazonov natural domain, and A, B ⊆ |D|.
Proposition 3.8. In the presence of axiom S3 (singleton): axioms S6 (cofinality) and S7 (transitivity) together are equivalent to the axiom:
Proof. S6 and S7 =⇒ S8: Let ϕ : A → P(|D|) be defined as: ϕx = {x} if there is y ∈ B with x ⊑ y, otherwise take a choice of some B ′ ⊆ B with B ′ → x and define ϕx = B ′ . Let C = (ϕ + A). By the singleton axiom S3 and transitivity axiom S7 it is C → a. It is C ⊑ B ⊑ a, therefore B → a by the cofinality axiom S6. The reverse direction is immediate.
So the axioms of the Sazonov natural domain are equivalent to S1, S3 and S8. The proper axioms share a common form: They are rules (in the sense of rule systems, definition 2.4) that deduce from the existence of the lubs of some sets the existence of the lub of another set, all in some configuration of a partial order. One can get the impression that the axioms are "complete" in this respect, that all "necessary" deductions can be made.
In section 5 we set up the general frame of lub-rule systems where we can define what this completeness means. It will turn out in section 7 that the axioms are in fact incomplete. So we will have to replace them by a stronger axiom in order to get a class of domains that can be realized by dcpos.
We now come to the morphisms of the category of natural domains.
In [17] it is shown that the natural domains with naturally continuous functions form a ccc. The terminal object is the one point domain {{⊥}, ⊥ ⊑ ⊥, {⊥} → ⊥}. The product D × E has |D × E| = |D| × |E|, ⊑ D×E is component-wise, and A → D×E a iff π
The exponent D ⇒ E has |D ⇒ E| the set of naturally continuous functions, ⊑ D⇒E is pointwise, and
As we remarked above, we take only the part of the convergence relation on directed sets as the data of a natural domain, and leave the existence of the extended relation as a side condition. The following example shows a case where natural lubs of general subsets are needed as intermediary steps in the deduction of the natural lubs of directed subsets, so that the extended relation is really needed. Figure 1 shows only part of the natural domain E. It first has the elements a, a i and
Moreover, we erect an "artificial" directed set over the elements of B, whose elements are not depicted in the diagram: every finite subset X ⊆ B is an element of E, the set of these elements is called B. For all i, j it is defined b ij ⊑ {b ij }. For X, Y ∈ B it is defined X ⊑ E a and (X ⊑ E Y iff X ⊆ Y ). E is defined to be the natural domain that is completed by all conclusions of the partial order axioms and the axioms of naturality. B is a directed subset of |E| with the lub a.
From {a i } i≥1 → a we deduce {b i } i≥1 → a by axiom S6, then B → a by axiom S7, then B → a by axiom S6.
Here {b i } i≥1 → a and B → a are intermediary steps that deduce the naturality of non-directed subsets. There is no deduction of the directed natural lub B → a from the given directed natural lubs that does not use a non-directed intermediary step.
Directed-lub partial orders (dlubpo)
Here we explore categories larger than the category of natural domains. We want to find a "minimal part" of the natural domain axioms that already achieves cartesian closedness. Less axioms means more chaos. We always presuppose axiom S1, which we do not count as proper axiom. When there is no other axiom valid, we get the normal terminal object ⊤, but we do not get all constant element morphisms λx.d : ⊤ → D, d ∈ D some object. So in order to constrain chaos, we start with the "most obvious" axiom, the singleton axiom S3, and get the category Dlubpo of directed-lub partial orders. These are partial orders with a designation of some lubs of directed subsets as natural. This category has the expected terminal object, products and the constant element morphisms. We prove that the exponents do not always exist; and if they exist, they are generally defined differently from those in the category of natural domains. (But the natural domains, with their directed natural subsets as data, are a full sub-ccc of Dlubpo such that their exponents coincide with the general exponents of Dlubpo.) We also give sufficient conditions on subcategories of Dlubpo to have products and exponents like the normal ones, in analogy to lemma 5 of [20] . We show that the dlubpos fulfilling axiom S5 (for directed sets) already form a ccc.
For a first understanding of the following sections only definitions 4.1 to 4.4 are necessary. The rest of this section may be skipped, although definition 4.5, propositions 4.6 and 4.9(1) will be used in the following sections.
The dlubpos with continuous functions form a category Dlubpo, with normal function composition and identity functions.
Note that Sazonov calls such a function "naturally continuous", which we abbreviate to "continuous", as it is clear from the context that D, E are dlubpos. ⊤ is the categorical terminal object in Dlubpo. It need not be so in subcategories. If the subcategory has ⊤ as terminal object, we say that it has the normal terminal. 
All these functions are continuous, and D × E with π 1 , π 2 is the categorical product in Dlubpo. It need not be so in subcategories. If the subcategory has the D ×E as categorical products, we say it has the normal products.
Definition 4.5. Let K be a subcategory of Dlubpo, and D, E ∈ K. We define (polymorphically) the function eval :
K E| × |D| that are directed w.r.t. the component-wise order with π
We also have the curried functions: For any dlubpo C, f : C × D → E in Dlubpo we define curry(f ) : |C| → |D ⇒ * E| by curry(f )c = λd.f (c, d).
We have to prove that in the definition F = f : for all d ∈ |D|, take A = F × {d}, then eval + A → f d, so f is the pointwise lub of F . D⇒ * K E fulfills the singleton axiom: for f ∈ |D⇒ * K E| it is {f } → f because f is continuous. The function eval is continuous. The trick of the definition is that not only the continuity in constant second arguments (as in the case of natural domains), but the whole continuity of eval is coded in the definition of → D⇒ * K E . We will see that if Dlubpo contains an exponent of D and E, then it is isomorphic to D ⇒ * E.
The results of curry(f ), curry(f )c for all c ∈ |C|, are continuous. curry(f ) is monotonic, but need not be continuous. (We will see a counter-example below.)
We will now give sufficient conditions for subcategories of Dlubpo to contain terminal objects, products and exponents that coincide partially with the normal terminals, products and the general function dlubpos. These conditions are extracted from the corresponding results of [20, lemma 5] for full subcategories of the category of ω-algebraic cpos. Those results apply generally to partial order structures, and they achieve full coincidence, i.e. isomorphism, only for the order structure; while in our case the isomorphism does not extend to the additional structure of natural convergence. The natural convergence of a dlubpo can be chosen more arbitrarily. The only way to achieve full isomorphism in our case seems to presuppose the normal structure in the subcategory (or a set of structures that all together force the normal structure on the categorical object in question), which we will do afterwards.
Smyth's results are for full subcategories, while we give them for general subcategories, by extracting the needed morphisms from Smyth's proofs as conditions in the propositions. The proofs are adaptations of Smyth's proofs. We give the proofs mainly for those results that we need in the sequel. Proposition 4.7. Let K be a subcategory of Dlubpo. If K contains some object that is not empty, and K contains a terminal object D and all constant morphisms λx.a :
Proof. D cannot have two different elements, since this would entail two different constant morphisms D → D. D cannot be empty, as there is a non-empty object. Thus D has just one element a, and it must be {a} → a by the singleton axiom.
Proposition 4.8 (Smyth, lemma 5(ii) in [20] , also prop. 5.2.17(2) in [2] ). Let K be a subcategory of Dlubpo with the normal terminal object ⊤. Let D, E ∈ K and D × K E be their categorical product in K, with the projections π 1K , π 2K and pairing functions f, g K . Let K have all constant functions λx.a : ⊤ → D, for a ∈ |D|, and λx.a : ⊤ → E, for a ∈ |E|. (As D, E fulfill the singleton axiom, all these functions are sure to be continuous, so are morphisms in every full subcategory K.)
is bijective. (And of course it is
continuous, so a morphism in Dlubpo.)
The translation ϕ respects projections and pairing functions:
Let, furthermore, some C ∈ K with some c, c ′ ∈ |C|, c ⊑ c ′ and c = c ′ , and for all
and f x = d ′ else, and likewise for all e ⊑ e ′ in E the function f : C → E with f x = e for x ⊑ c and f x = e ′ else.
(As to the existence of these functions in full subcategories, the remark above applies again.) Then ϕ −1 is monotonic, so that ϕ is an order-isomorphism. ϕ −1 is continuous in each component of its argument separately. (But it need not be continuous.)
Proof. is an adaptation of the proof of part (ii), lemma 5 of [20] .
Proposition 4.9 (Smyth, lemma 5(iii) in [20] , also prop. 5.2.17(3) in [2] ). Let K be a subcategory of Dlubpo with the normal terminal object ⊤ and all normal products D × E. Let D, E ∈ K and D ⇒ K E be their categorical exponent in K, with the evaluation
(As D ⇒ K E fulfills the singleton axiom, all these functions are sure to be continuous, so are morphisms in every full subcategory K.)
is bijective and monotonic. (But need not be continuous.) The translation ϕ respects evaluation and curried functions:
(2) Let, furthermore, some C ∈ K with some c, c ′ ∈ |C|, c ⊑ c ′ and c = c ′ , and for all
Then ϕ −1 is monotonic, so that ϕ is an order isomorphism. (But need not be a Dlubpoisomorphism.)
Proof.
(1) The proof is a detailed version of the first part of the proof of part (iii), lemma 5 of [20] .
By the uniqueness of curry
The proof is an adaptation of the second part of the proof of part (iii), lemma 5 of [20] .
We now come to situations, where a subcategory K of Dlubpo has a categorical (terminal, product, exponent) object D and also the normal (terminal, product, general function) dlubpo D ′ with a certain morphism ϕ : D → D ′ , and where this implies that ϕ is an isomorphism. For the terminal and product we can give two propositions where we generalize from Dlubpo to an arbitrary category C. Proposition 4.10. Let C be a category and K a subcategory of C.
(1) If C has a terminal object ⊤, and K a terminal object ⊤ K , and K contains ⊤ and a morphism ϕ : ⊤ K → ⊤, then ϕ and the unique (in K) ψ :
If C has a product D × E, with π 1 , π 2 , , and K a product D × K E, with π 1K , π 2K , K , and K contains D × E, π 1 , π 2 and the morphism ϕ :
The translation ϕ respects projections and pairing functions.
Proof. The proofs are easy and like the known proofs of the isomorphism of terminal objects resp. products in a single category.
The situation for exponents is special and more complicated:
Proposition 4.11. Let K be a subcategory of Dlubpo with the normal terminal object ⊤ and all normal categorical products ×. Let D, E ∈ K. Let K have a categorical exponent D⇒ K E of D, E with evaluation eval K , curried morphisms curry K (f ) and all constant functions λx.f :
If ϕ is also in K, then the isomorphism is also in K. The translation ϕ respects evaluation and curried functions:
Proof. By proposition 4.9(1), ϕ is bijective and monotonic. We have to prove that ϕ is also continuous, and that ψ is the inverse of ϕ.
Therefore ψ is the inverse of ϕ, as ϕ is bijective.
To show that ϕ is continuous, let A → a in D ⇒ K E. We have to show that ϕ + A → ϕa.
So ϕ is an isomorphism in Dlubpo.
Theorem 4.12. In Dlubpo ⊤ is the terminal object and D × E is the categorical product with π 1 , π 2 and f, g . If there is an exponent of D, E in Dlubpo, then it is D ⇒ * E with evaluation eval and curried functions curry(f ). Dlubpo is not a ccc: there are dlubpos D, E such that D ⇒ * E is not the exponent, i.e. there is some f : C × D → E such that curry(f ) is not continuous.
Proof. The first sentence follows from the definitions of ⊤ and D × E. The second follows from proposition 4.11. Here is the counter-example in figure 2 .
In the dlubpos D, E, C the order is the reflexive, transitive closure of the relations specified below. They also contain all trivial natural lubs, i.e. all natural lubs A → a where a ∈ A. So also the subcategory of the dlubpos with all trivial natural lubs is not a ccc.
D is the dlubpo with
E is the dlubpo with:
, b greatest element, ⊥ least element, for all directed S ⊆ |E| with the lub b and some b ′ i ∈ S it is S → b. C is the dlubpo with:
We define a continuous function f : C × D → E by defining curry(f ). In the following, we abbreviate curry(f )x = x for all x ∈ |C|. For all n ≥ 1 we define:
For all x ∈ |C|, the function x is monotonic. Furthermore, for all n it is c n ⊑ c n+1 , d n ⊑ c n+1 , c n ⊑ c, also d n ⊑ d n+1 and c n ⊑ d n+1 , so that we get the diagram figure 3. From all this follows that f is monotonic. f is also continuous: let A ⊆ |C| × |D| directed with π + 1 A → e 1 and π + 2 A → e 2 . We have to show that f + A → f (e 1 , e 2 ). The proof is by going through the cases, we leave out the cases where one (or two) of the natural lubs is a trivial natural lub. The interesting case is π + 1 A = C ′ → c and π
For every n there is some (c n , y) ∈ A and some (x, b n ) ∈ A. As A is directed, there must be some (c i , b j ) ∈ A with i ≥ n and j ≥ n, then it is
We now prove that curry(f ) is not continuous: It is C ′ → c in C. We define C ′ = (curry(f )) + C ′ . It is c = curry(f )c. We prove that not
A is directed, as for all n it is (c n , a n )
does not have eval(c, b) = b as natural lub, as eval + A does not contain any b ′ i . We now come to the problem of finding a large sub-ccc of Dlubpo (that uses the general exponents D ⇒ * E). We conjecture that it is possible to find such a category that is the largest among those sub-cccs that are generated by some kind of invariant lub-rule class, see the following section 5, analogous to the result of theorem 6.7 for subcategories that use the (pointwise) exponent D ⇒ E. But it seems that this comes at a price: the needed axiom will be rather complicated, it encodes the condition that curried functions are continuous. And the definition of the notion of lub-rule class has to be augmented. As we think that such a result will not be worth the effort, we do not follow this, but show here that the simple axiom S5 is sufficient for cartesian closedness, though not in any sense maximal. Note that from X ⊆ Y ⊆ |D|, Y directed and Y ⊑ X follows that X is also directed. Therefore by axiom S5 we can deduce from natural lubs of directed sets only natural lubs of sets that are directed again. So we get the same class of dlubpos when we demand axiom S5 for general sets in the definition, contrary to the situation for natural domains. 
. B is directed, so eval + B → gd. For every (h, a) ∈ B there is some (h ′ , y) ∈ A with h ⊑ h ′ , and some (x, a) ∈ A. As A is directed, there is some (h ′′ , a ′ ) ∈ A with (h, a) ⊑ (h ′′ , a ′ ). So we get B ⊑ A, therefore eval
From all this follows eval
+ A → gd, as E fulfills S5.
For every (b, a) ∈ B there is some (curry(f )b, y) ∈ A and some (x, a) ∈ A. As A is directed, there is some (g, a ′ ) ∈ A with (curry(f )b, y) ⊑ (g, a ′ ) and (x, a) ⊑ (g, a ′ ), so f (b, a) ⊑ eval(g, a ′ ). Therefore we get f + B ⊑ eval + A. Together with eval + A ⊆ f + B and f + B → cd we get eval + A → cd, as E fulfills S5.
It follows this theorem:
Theorem 4.15. The full subcategory S5dlubpo of Dlubpo, of all S5-dlubpos, is cartesian closed, with the normal terminal object ⊤, the normal products D ×E, the general exponents D ⇒ * E, and the corresponding morphisms.
Lub-rule classes and closed dlubpos
In this section we set up the general frame of lub-rule systems and classes, in which we can describe axiom systems that are like those of Sazonov natural domains and dlubpos. In this frame we can give a precise definition of the completeness of the axiom system; and in section 7 it will turn out that the axioms of Sazonov natural domains are not complete. Let us have a look at an example axiom from section 3:
Here we first have as hypothesis of the axiom a subset with a natural lub, X → x, and a further subset Y with an order-theoretic configuration, X ⊑ Y ⊑ x. From this configuration follows Y = x, and Y → x is the conclusion of the axiom.
The important property of the configuration, X ⊑ Y ⊑ x, is that it is invariant against monotonic functions f into another partial order E: it is f + X ⊑ f + Y ⊑ f x. If f also respects the lub X = x, i.e. f + X = f x, then also in E we can draw the conclusion f + Y = f x. We can say this property of invariance means that the conclusion Y = x, and Y → x in the axiom, is "necessary".
All the axioms we have seen so far are of this form. (Except axiom S1 which we do not count as proper axiom.) They are necessary deductions of a lub from some set of natural lubs in an invariant order-theoretic configuration. We call these axioms "valid".
Here is an axiom that is not valid: If X ⊆ |D| and X = x, then X → x. It is not valid, because there are monotonic functions f from D that do not respect X = x. The monotonic function f needs to respect only the natural lubs of the hypothesis of the axiom, and here there are none.
We now formalize these intuitions. Our results should also be applicable to domains that use natural lubs of general subsets, like natural domains. For this we define lub partial orders as general structures, only for use in this section. (Further below we will go over from lubpos to dlubpos.) A lub-rule (D, P A) is valid if for every partial order E and every monotonic function f : D → E that respects the lubs of the elements of P (i.e. ∀B ∈ P. f ( B) = (f + B)), f respects also the lub of A (i.e. f ( A) = (f + A)).
A lubpo E fulfills a lub-rule (D, P A) if: If (|E|, ⊑ E ) = D and all elements of P are natural in E, then A is natural in E.
A lub-rule system R on a partial order D is a set of pairs (rules) (P A) such that (D, P A) is a valid lub-rule on D. This is a rule system in the sense of definition 2.4, so we get derived lub-rules from the lub-rule system. (Proposition 5.7 below shows that the derived rules are valid.) In this context we implicitely understand every rule (P A) of R as the lub-rule (D, P A). This lub-rule system R is complete if every valid lub-rule on D is derivable from it. A lub-rule class is a class of valid lub-rules. (They can be on different partial orders.) A lub-rule class R generates the class of lubpos that fulfill all lub-rules of R.
A lub-rule class R induces on every partial order D the lub-rule system of all (P A) with (D, P A) ∈ R. R is complete if all these induced lub-rule systems are complete. A lub-rule is derived from R, if it is derived in one of the induced lub-rule systems.
A lub-rule class R is invariant if for every lub-rule (D, P A) ∈ R, every partial order E and every monotonic function f : D → E that respects the lubs of the elements of P , also the lub-rule (E, (f + ) + P f + A) is derivable in the lub-rule system induced by R on E. (It is (f + ) + P = { f + B | B ∈ P }.) (The last is a valid lub-rule as the first is it.) Proposition 5.3. If we have a lubpo E and a lub-rule system R on (|E|, ⊑ E ) such that E fulfills every rule of R, then E fulfills also every derived rule of R. Every complete lub-rule class is invariant.
Let us demonstrate the translation from the axiom system to the lub-rule class for the axiom S6 (cofinality). It is translated to the lub-rule class of all lub-rules (D, {X} Y ) such that D is a partial order, X ⊆ |D| with X = x for some x, and X ⊑ Y ⊑ x. All these are valid lub-rules. The other axioms S3 and S7 of natural domains are likewise translated, so that we get an invariant lub-rule class S for the axioms of Sazonov natural domains. (The proof is immediate and boring.)
Philosophical significance: the quest for intension by partial extensionalization. Let us reflect on what we have done so far. The following is not mathematics, it is the thoughts that I had when discovering this piece of mathematics.
Since the Logic of Port-Royal (1662), philosophical logic makes the distinction between two kinds of meaning of a concept: the intension (or content), i.e. the predicates the concept uses to describe the things which fall under it, and the extension, i.e. the class of all these things.
Mathematics, as based on set theory, is always extensional, i.e. we use intensions (like expressions, axioms), to describe, define extensions (like sets, classes). We always talk in intensions about extensions.
But what can we do when we want to talk in mathematics about an intension? We have to extensionalize an aspect of the intension, we have to introduce new extensions. This may occur at different levels, the intension covers a whole spectrum of them. We are always sure to have the lowest level, i.e. the purely syntactic text on which the intension is founded, and the highest level, the extension that the intension describes. We call the last one the full extensionalization, and a level properly between the lowest and the highest a partial extensionalization.
In our concrete case we have as intension an axiom system for lubpos, which defines as extension a class of lubpos. We deliberately leave open the formal logic of the axiom system, so that we describe the following translation informally. The axiom system must be amenable to this translation to a lub-rule class, which is our partial extensionalization. A lub-rule abstracts a certain form of inference from the axiom, in extensional form. It must be defined that the partial extensionalization describes the full one, which is done by our definition of a lub-rule class generating a class of lubpos. We have gained new objects, the lub-rule classes, which can be used to analyse classes of lubpos.
There might be similar examples in the literature, but I know only the following one. Sometimes the partial extensionalization works by forming equivalence classes of the syntactic expressions of the intensions. This is the case for the formalization of the notion of algorithm given by Noson Yanofsky [21] . Here the intensional objects are (primitive recursive) programs, and the full extensions are the functions they describe. The algorithms are defined as certain equivalence classes of programs. Now we introduce the important cl-rule system on a lubpo and its closure operation, and the lub-completion of a lubpo. These procedures appear in [4] and are used there for various completions of partial orders that respect lubs that are already fixed. In this section we use them to give a characterization of valid lub-rules; this will be used in section 7 to prove the incompleteness of the Sazonov axioms S. There is an embedding in 
Proposition 5.6. Let (D, P A) be a lub-rule and E = (|D|, ⊑ D , → P ) be the corresponding lubpo with the set P of natural subsets. Let A = a. (D, P A) is valid ⇐⇒ a ∈ cl E (A), also written a ∈ cl P (A).
Proof. =⇒: We have the embedding in : (|E|, ⊑) → lub-comp(E) = (Ê, ⊑). By proposition 5.5, the function in respects the natural lubs of the elements of P . Whence by validity it also respects the lub of A, so in( A) = (in + A).
Further we get (in
, thus a ∈ cl E (A). ⇐=: Let F = (|F |, ⊑ F ) be a partial order and f : D → F be a monotonic function that respects the lubs of the elements of P . We have to show: f a = f + A. We prove: For all x ∈ cl E (A), for all upper bounds b of f + A, it is f x ⊑ b, by induction on the deduction of x ∈ cl E (A) in the cl-rule system on E.
(1) This is true for x ∈ A.
It is clear that f a is an upper bound of f + A. The proved property for x = a shows that it is the least upper bound.
Proposition 5.7. Let R be a lub-rule system on a partial order D. Every derived rule P A of R is valid.
Proof. Let D1 be a deduction of A from P in the lub-rule system R. We prove by induction on D1 that for every node of D1 labelled with some deduced A ′ , with A ′ = a ′ , it is a ′ ∈ cl P (A ′ ).
(1) This is clear for A ′ ∈ P . (2) Let A ′ be deduced from some P ′ at this node, P ′ A ′ . From proposition 5.6 follows that a ′ ∈ cl P ′ (A ′ ). Let D2 be a deduction of a ′ from A ′ in the cl-rule system on (|D|, ⊑ D , → P ′ ). We prove by induction on D2 that for every node of D2 labelled with some deduced x, it is x ∈ cl P (A ′ ). (2.1) This is clear for x ∈ A ′ . (2.2) Let x be deduced from y by x ⊑ y. It is y ∈ cl P (A ′ ) by induction hypothesis, so
The elements of P ′ were deduced in the deduction D1, so by induction hypothesis of the outer induction on D1 it is x ∈ cl P (A ′ ).
From the inner induction on D2 follows that a ′ ∈ cl P (A ′ ). From the outer induction on D1 follows that A ∈ cl P (A), so P A is valid by proposition 5.6.
The easiest way to get a complete lub-rule class is to take just all valid lub-rules, which can be characterized by proposition 5.6: Definition 5.8. The canonical complete lub-rule class C is the class of all valid lub-rules. This is the set of all lub-rules (D, P A) with A ∈ cl P (A).
We are mainly interested in the natural sets that are directed, as continuity is based on them, and regard the undirected natural sets only as intermediary (may be necessary) steps in the deduction of naturality of directed sets, see the discussion in section 3. So we go over from lubpos to dlubpos. A lub-rule class R is with singletons if R has for all partial orders D and all x ∈ |D| the (valid) lub-rule (D, ∅ {x}).
A lub-rule (D, P A) is directed if A and the elements of P are all directed. For a lub-rule class R with singletons, δ(R) is the lub-rule class of all derived lub-rules of R that are directed. A lub-rule class R with singletons generates the class of all dlubpos δ(D) for D a lubpo that fulfills the lub-rules of R. R-cat is the full subcategory of this class in Dlubpo. Proposition 5.10. A lub-rule class R with singletons generates the class of dlubpos that fulfill all lub-rules of δ(R).
Proof. We have to prove that very dlubpo D that fulfills all lub-rules of δ(R) can be extended to a lubpo D ′ = (|D|, ⊑ D , → ′ ) such that D ′ fulfills the lub-rules of R and δ(D ′ ) = D. Take the set P of all (directed) natural sets of D and build the closure P ′ of P under the lub-rule system induced by R on (|D|, ⊑ D ). Take
If we use all valid lub-rules, the deduction of (directed) natural lubs from existing ones is always in one step. Thus we can define the class of dlubpos that is generated by C by an axiom on directed lubs that tests the condition of proposition 5.6:
Note that this axiom, as it stands, does not describe a complete lub-rule class. But its extension is exactly the class of dlubpos generated by the complete lub-rule class C.
The category Cdlubpo of cdlubpos is the category C-cat.
Proof. =⇒: Let ((|D|, ⊑ D ), P A) be a valid lub-rule of directed sets such that all elements of P are natural in D, and A = a. Then a ∈ cl P (A) by proposition 5.6, therefore also a ∈ cl D (A). Thus A → a.
⇐=: Let A ⊆ |D| be directed with lub a and a ∈ cl D (A). Let P be the set of all natural (directed) subsets of |D|. Then ((|D|, ⊑ D ), P A) is valid by proposition 5.6. Thus A → a.
As a preparation for the next sections, we now give some properties of the classes of dlubpos that are generated by (invariant) lub-rule classes.
Definition 5.13. Let D be a dlubpo with the set P of natural directed subsets, and R be a lub-rule class with singletons. The R-completion R-comp(D) of D is the dlubpo (|D|, ⊑ D , → P ′ ) with P ′ the directed sets of the closure of P under the lub-rule system induced by R.
Proposition 5.14. Let D, E be dlubpos and R be a lub-rule class with singletons.
(1) D is in the class of dlubpos generated by
There is a deduction of A from the set P of natural directed sets of D in the lub-rule system induced by R. We prove by induction on this deduction, that in every node for the deduced A ′ (with lub a ′ ) it is f + A ′ = f a ′ and f + A ′ is in the closure of f ++ P in the lub-rule system of R on E. This is clear for A ′ ∈ P , as f : D → E is continuous. Now let A ′ be deduced from the set of subsets P ′ by the (valid) lub-rule (D, P ′ A ′ ). By induction hypothesis f respects the lubs of the elements of P ′ , so also the lub of A ′ : f + A ′ = f a ′ . By induction hypothesis for all B ∈ P ′ , f + B is in the closure of f ++ P . As R is invariant, (E, f ++ P ′ f + A ′ ) is a derived lub-rule in the lub-rule system of R. Therefore also f + A ′ is in the closure of f ++ P .
From the proved hypothesis follows that f + A → f a.
Theorem 5.15. Let R be an invariant lub-rule class with singletons. Then R-cat is a full reflective subcategory of Dlubpo.
The adjunction is R-comp, R-inc, R-η : Dlubpo ⇀ R-cat with R-comp : Dlubpo → R-cat the functor mapping each D ∈ Dlubpo to R-comp(D) and each f : D → E to the same f : R-comp(D) → R-comp(E), R-inc : R-cat → Dlubpo the inclusion functor, R-η : id Dlubpo → R-inc • R-comp the natural transformation with
Proof. R-comp is a functor by proposition 5.14. R-η clearly is a natural transformation.
We have to prove that for every
We choose for g the same function f , as f : R-comp(D) → R-comp(E) = E is continuous by proposition 5.14.
Definition 5.16. Let D, E be dlubpos. We define the (pointwise) function space dlubpo D ⇒ E by |D ⇒ E| the set of all continuous f :
In this definition it is F = f . The singleton axiom is fulfilled.
Proposition 5.17. Let R be an invariant lub-rule class with singletons and D, E ∈ R-cat. Then (1) ⊤ ∈ R-cat is the categorical terminal object, (2) D × E ∈ R-cat is the categorical product, (3) D ⇒ E ∈ R-cat (but need not be the categorical exponent).
(1) On (|⊤|, ⊑) the only valid lub-rules are S {⊥} for S ⊆ {∅, {⊥}} and they are all fulfilled by ⊤. A are natural in D resp. E. Therefore A is natural in D × E, so D × E fulfills the lub-rule P A. We get D × E ∈ R-cat. As R-cat is a full subcategory of Dlubpo, R-cat has the projections and pairing functions, so D × E is the categorical product in R-cat. (3) Let ((|D ⇒ E|, ⊑), P A) be a derived directed lub-rule of R, such that the elements of P are natural. (We have to show that A is natural.) Then the elements of P x = { Bx | B ∈ P }, with Bx = { f x | f ∈ B }, are also natural in E. ((|E|, ⊑), P x Ax) is a derived lub-rule of R, by invariance of R w.r.t. the function λf.f x, that respects the lubs of the B ∈ P . Thus Ax is natural in E for every x ∈ |D|. Therefore A is natural in D ⇒ E, so D ⇒ E fulfills the lub rule P A. We get D ⇒ E ∈ R-cat.
The ccc of S10-dlubpos
In this section we find a large cartesian closed full subcategory of Dlubpo whose exponents are the (pointwise) function spaces D ⇒ E which are known from natural domains and from definition 5.16. The underlying structures are the S10-dlubpos, which fulfill the singleton axiom and a new axiom S10. All natural domains are also S10-dlubpos. Definition 6.1. A dlubpo D is an S10-dlubpo if it fulfills the axiom: (S10) If I is an index set with a directed partial order, and {y ij } i,j∈I is a two-parametric family of elements of |D| that is monotonic in each parameter i and j, and for all i ∈ I it is {y ij } j∈I → D x i for some x i , and {x i } i∈I → D u for some u, and for all j ∈ I it is {y ij } i∈I → D z j for some z j , and {z j } j∈I → D u, then it is {y ii } i∈I → D u. S10dlubpo is the full subcategory of Dlubpo of all S10-dlubpos.
The axiom looks like a cross-over of axioms S4(1⇒) and S4(2) of natural domains. But note that all the natural convergences in the axiom are directed, by the monotonocity of the family. Proposition 6.2. The axiom S10 follows in a dlubpo from axioms (S4(1⇒) and S4 (2)). It also follows from axioms (S5 and S7(transitivity)). So every natural domain is an S10-dlubpo. Proposition 6.3. The axioms of an S10-dlubpo (i.e. S3(singleton) and S10) form valid lub-rules and an invariant lub-rule class. So every cdlubpo is an S10-dlubpo.
Proof. This is clear for the singleton axiom S3. An instance of axiom S10 translates to a lub-rule (D, P A) for a partial order D with an I and {y ij } i,j∈I in D and where P consists of {y ij } j∈I for all i ∈ I (with lub x i ), {x i } i∈I (with lub u), {y ij } i∈I for all j ∈ I (with lub z j ), {z j } j∈I (with lub u). A is {y ii } i∈I . u is the lub of A.
Let E be another partial order and f : D → E be monotonic and respecting the lubs of the elements of P . In the same way it can be seen that f u is the lub of f + A, so the lub-rule (D, P A) is valid. It is also clear that (E, f ++ P f + A) is a lub-rule for an instance of axiom S10, so that the lub-rule class is invariant.
Definition 6.4. For every directed partial order (I, ⊑), that will be used as an index set, we construct a dlubpoĪ = (|Ī|, ⊑Ī , →Ī ) as a completion of I by a lub: If I contains an upper bound of itself, then this will be called t and |Ī| = I and ⊑Ī = ⊑. Otherwise, |Ī| = I ∪ {t} with a new top element t, and i ⊑Ī j iff (i, j ∈ I and i ⊑ j) or (i ∈ |Ī| and j = t). In every case, the convergence is {x} →Ī x for x ∈ |Ī|, and I →Ī t.
Lemma 6.5. Let R be an invariant lub-rule class with singletons. Let for every directed partial order I be I * = R-comp(Ī). Let E be a dlubpo generated by R. Then the following are equivalent:
We have to show that eval
Let I = A be the index set for axiom S10. For i, j ∈ I let y ij = (π 1 i)(π 2 j). For i ∈ I it is {y ij } j∈I → (π 1 i)d =: x i , as {π 2 j} j∈I → d and as π 1 i is continuous. It is {x i } i∈I → f d =: u, as {π 1 i} i∈I → f and therefore
Therefore the conditions of axiom S10 are fulfilled and {y ii } i∈I → f d, so eval (3)⇒(1) Let I be an index set with a directed partial order, and {y ij } i,j∈I , {x i } i∈I , {z j } j∈I and u in E as the axiom S10 describes. For i ∈ I we define functions f i :Ī → E by f i j = y ij for j ∈ I, and f i t = x i . f i is continuous, as {y ij } j∈I → x i . As R is invariant, f i is also a continuous function f i : I * → E, by proposition 5.14. We define f t :Ī → E by f t j = z j for j ∈ I, and f t t = u. f t is continuous, as {z j } j∈I → u. Again, f t is also a continuous function f t :
We have {f i } i∈I → f t , as (a) {f i j} i∈I → f t j for j ∈ I, as {y ij } i∈I → z j , and as (b) {f i t} i∈I → f t t, as {x i } i∈I → u. And we have {i} i∈I → t, so A → (f t , t). As eval : (I * ⇒ E) × I * → E is continuous, we get eval + A → eval(f t , t) = u, so {y ii } i∈I → u.
As a difference to the general function space D ⇒ * E, the curried functions for D ⇒ E are continuous:
is continuous (and has continuous results).
Proof. Let A ⊆ |C| be directed with A → a.
Theorem 6.7.
(1) Let R be an invariant lub-rule class with singletons.
The subcategory R-cat of Dlubpo is a ccc with pointwise exponents D ⇒ E ⇐⇒ every E ∈ R-cat fulfills axiom S10.
(R-cat also has normal terminal and normal products.) (2) From (1) follows that S10dlubpo, and the category of natural domains, and Cdlubpo are cccs with the pointwise exponent D ⇒ E. (3) S10dlubpo is the largest full sub-ccc of Dlubpo which is generated by an invariant lub-rule class and has the pointwise exponents D ⇒ E.
(1) =⇒: By proposition 4.9(1) the evaluation function for the exponent in R-cat is the normal eval. For every directed partial order I it is I * = R-comp(Ī) in R-cat. Let E ∈ R-cat. It must be eval : (I * ⇒ E) × I * → E continuous, so by lemma 6.5(3⇒1), E fulfills S10.
(1) ⇐=: From proposition 5.17 follows that ⊤ is in R-cat the terminal object, D × E is in R-cat the product, and D ⇒ E is in R-cat. That D ⇒ E is the exponent in R-cat follows from lemma 6.5(1⇒2) and proposition 6.6.
(2) and (3) follow immediately from (1).
Example of a natural domain that is no cdlubpo
We give the counter-examples of this section in two stages of increasing complexity. The first example shows that the lub-rule class S corresponding to the axioms of natural domains is not complete in the sense of Section 5. It is simpler, because it refers to general, non-directed natural subsets. The second example shows a natural domain whose directed natural subsets do not form a cdlubpo. It is more complicated, because it has to refer to directed natural subsets. Of course, the second example alone would be enough for all.
Theorem 7.1. The lub-rule class S corresponding to the axioms of natural domains is not complete. This means that there is a natural domain that does not fulfill axiom S9 (closure) for general (not necessarily directed) subsets.
Proof. Here is the example, a finite natural domain D:
It has as (non-directed) natural lubs {b, c} → a, {d, e} → b and all natural lubs that can be deduced from these by the axioms of natural domains: {b, c, d} → a, {b, c, e} → a, {b, c, d, e} → a and all trivial natural lubs where the lub is an element of the natural subset.
But by a complete axiom system the further natural lub {d, c} → a could be deduced, because a ∈ cl {{b,c},{d,e}} {d, c}.
It might still be that the natural domains coincide with the cdlubpos, the closed dlubpos with complete axiom system. But we have the theorem: Theorem 7.2. There is a natural domain D whose directed natural subsets do not form a cdlubpo.
Proof. Here is the example, an infinite natural domain D that is no cdlubpo, see figure 4 .
The elements of D are: a the top element (i.e. x ⊑ a for all x ∈ |D|). The elements of B = {b i } i≥1 with b i ⊑ b j for i ≤ j, it is B → a. For every n ≥ 1 there are the elements b nw , where w is a word of numbers ≥ 1 with 1 ≤ length(w) < n, and the elements c nw , where w is a word of numbers ≥ 1 with 1 ≤ length(w) ≤ n. (Words of numbers will always be denoted by w.) It is c w1 ⊑ c w2 ⊑ . . . ⊑ b w and {c w1 , c w2 , . . . } → b w and c w ⊑ b w for all valid words w. Let C = { c nw | n ≥ 1, length(w) = n }, these are the c nw in the rightmost position under each b n . C is not directed, it has lub a. Like the example in section 3, we erect an "artificial" directed set C on C, which is not depicted in the diagram: Let C be the set of all finite subsets of C. All elements of C are also elements of D. Proof. In the following "non-trivial natural lub" means that the natural subset does not contain its own lub. The only non-trivial natural lubs = a are the C ′ → b w with a valid word w and where C ′ contains an infinite subset of {c wj } j≥1 . This is so because in such a natural set no c wj can be replaced by b wj , as it is not b wj ⊑ b w .
We will prove that every non-trivial A → a fulfills this condition cond: There is some n ≥ 0, and an infinite set N of numbers ≥ 1, and a map d : N → A, such that for every i ∈ N it is d(i) = b iw or d(i) = c iw for some word w with length(w) ≤ n.
Here is the proof: Every A → a must be deduced in a chain
where A i → a is non-trivial. See the definition 3.7 of ⊏ ← and proposition 3.8 and note that a is the top element. B fulfills the condition cond. We have to prove that if A fulfills the condition cond, then also A ′ with A ⊏ ← A ′ . A step A ⊏ ← A ′ means the following:
(2) For every b iw ∈ A, with length(w)
(5) For every c iwj ∈ A, with length(w) = i − 1, (there is some c iwk ∈ A ′ with k ≥ j) or (b iw ∈ A ′ ) or (there is some F ∈ A ′ with F ∈ C and c iwj ∈ F ).
(6) For every F ∈ A, with F ∈ C, there is F ′ ∈ A with F ′ ∈ C and F ⊑ F ′ . We prove that A ′ fulfills the condition cond. There are two cases: (a) A ′ ∩ B is infinite: Then A ′ fulfills the condition cond with n ′ = 0,
Then A ′ fulfills the condition cond with the following data: n ′ = n + 1. N ′ is the set of all i ∈ N with i ≥ n + 1 that fulfill the following two conditions:
(These conditions rule out the cases of i where b i or c ij is replaced in A ′ only by a b k with k > i. N ′ is still infinite as the i ∈ N with i ≥ n + 1 are infinitely many and the ruled out cases of i can only be finitely many, otherwise we would have case (a).) d ′ (i) is defined for i ∈ N ′ as follows:
(Here it is i ≥ n + 1 and length(wj) ≤ n, so length(w) < i − 1. Therefore c iwj is not replaced in A ′ by some F ∈ C.) So we have proved that every non-trivial A → a fulfills the condition cond. This proves that C → a and C → a are not fulfilled in D.
Proposition 7.4. From the specified natural lubs of D it can be deduced by the closure axiom S9 that C → a.
Proof. Let C * = cl P (C), where P is the specified set of natural sets of D. We have to show that a ∈ C * . First, for every c ∈ C it is c ∈ C * , as c ⊑ D {c} ∈ C. For all n ≥ 1, we now work under b n : We have that all c nw ∈ C * with length(w) = n, these are the elements from C. If for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n, all c nw ∈ C * with length(w) = k, then all b nw ∈ C * with length(w) = k − 1. If for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, all b nw ∈ C * with length(w) = k, then all c nw ∈ C * with length(w) = k. As a result of this consecutive process, we get b n ∈ C * for all n ≥ 1, so a ∈ C * .
From the two propositions it is immediate that D is not a cdlubpo.
Remark 7.5. Note that D of the theorem is not a (naturally) algebraic natural domain in the sense of definition 3.2 of [17] . In the next section we show that every algebraic natural domain is a cdlubpo. Remark 7.6. Another question is that for an augmentation of the axioms of natural domains so that they describe cdlubpos. This could be a modification of axiom S8 (under) so that the "limit" L of an ascending ⊏ ← -chain ⊑ a leads to a natural lub L → a. But this would need a complicated definition of "limit", so we prefer our axiom S9 (closure) instead.
Algebraic dlubpos
We adapt the definitions of (naturally) finite elements and (naturally) algebraic natural domains from Sazonov [17] to the case of dlubpos. We show that an algebraic dlubpo that fulfills axiom S6 (cofinality) is a cdlubpo. This proves that (naturally) algebraic natural domains and algebraic cdlubpos are the same. 
Note that we omit Sazonov's prefix "naturally" (finite, algebraic) as this is given by the fact that we are talking about dlubpos.
The next lemma shows that the finiteness property extends to closures.
Then there is some a ′ ∈ A with a ⊑ a ′ .
Proof. Let (N, r, lab, pre) be a deduction of a from A in the cl-rule system. We construct a path r = n 1 , n 2 ∈ pre n 1 , n 3 ∈ pre n 2 , . . . , n k from the root r to a leaf n k inductively as follows. It is always a ⊑ lab n i . If lab n i = b and pre n i = {m} with b ⊑ lab m, then we choose n i+1 = m. If lab n i = b and pre n i = M with lab + M → b, then there is some m ∈ M with a ⊑ lab m, as a is finite. We choose n i+1 = m. By well-foundedness of the deduction, this process ends with a leaf n k with lab n k = a ′ ∈ A and a ⊑ a ′ .
There is an interesting property of dlubpos connected to algebraicity: Definition 8.3. Let D be a dlubpo. D is finite-determined if there is a subset F ⊆ |D| such that for every directed A ⊆ |D| with lub a it is: A → a ⇐⇒ for all b ∈ F with b ⊑ a there is some a ′ ∈ A with b ⊑ a ′ .
The elements of F are finite in the sense of definition 8.1. Every algebraic dlubpo D fulfills the direction =⇒ with F = D 0 . But a finite-determined D need not be algebraic, as it is not stipulated that every element a of D is a (natural) lub of the directed set of finite elements below a. On the other side our definition demands more, namely the direction ⇐=, which is not entailed by algebraic dlubpos. 
Restricted partial orders and restricted dcpos
We want to establish cdlubpos as the most general canonical structures in which to build non-complete programming language models, corresponding to dcpos as the most general structures to build complete models. (These structures still lack algebraicity/continuity.) We have already seen that cdlubpos are just the dlubpos that are generated by a complete lub-rule class. In this section we see another characterization of cdlubpos that shows their canonicity: they are just the dlubpos that are realized by "restricted partial orders" (rpos), in which they are embedded. This embedding can also be in a "restricted dcpo" (rdcpo), which is a dcpo with a subset designated as the set of "proper" elements. But before describing the rdcpos we give a property that is sufficient for dlubpos to be cdlubpos. Proof. Let ((|D|, ⊑ D ), P A) be a valid directed lub-rule and let all elements of P be natural in D. All f : D → E in K respect the lubs of the elements of P , so also respect the lub of A, as the lub-rule is valid. Therefore A is natural in D by the definition, so D fulfills the lub-rule. Thus D is a cdlubpo.
We now come to the realization of cdlubpos by restricted partial orders and restricted dcpos. We define E ↑ = E ↑ − \ |E|, the set of blind realizers.
The idea of a partial order realized by a cpo appears in [19] , but there every realizer realizes exactly one proper element (there are no blind realizers), and a proper element may be realized by several realizers. Proof. (1) This is essentially the proof of proposition 9.1, when we construe E as a dlubpo with all directed lubs natural. Let ϕ be the embedding of D in E. Let ((|D|, ⊑), P A) be a valid directed lub-rule such that the elements of P are natural in D. ϕ respects the lubs of the elements of P . As the lub-rule is valid, ϕ respects also the lub of A, so ϕ( A) = ϕ + A. As E realizes D by ϕ, it is A → a in D. So D fulfills all valid directed lub-rules, it is a cdlubpo. We want to realize our dlubpos in dcpos which can be constructed by a completion process. We define the category of restricted dcpos: Proof. Follows from proposition 9.4, asD is a dcpo.
There is an adjunction between the categories Dlubpo and Rdcpo, which establishes an adjoint equivalence between Cdlubpo and a full subcategory Crdcpo (closed rdcpos) of Rdcpo. The details and further developments in this direction will be found in a sequel paper.
Outlook
We have introduced lub-rule classes and closed dlubpos corresponding to complete lubrule classes as a canonical alternative to natural domains. Closed dlubpos can also be characterized as the dlubpos realized by restricted dcpos. We will explore this connection with rdcpos further in a sequel paper. It will turn out that there is an adjunction between the categories which permits the transfer of much of the theory of cccs of algebraic dcpos to closed rdcpos resp. closed dlubpos.
The different approaches to realize partial orders by dcpos, Simpson's [19] and ours, call for a common generalization: in the new concept a proper element may be realized by several realizers (Simpson) , and a realizer may realize one or none element (as here). This would be a category of dcpos that carry also some kind of partial preorder, the correct definition of it is not yet clear. (Simpson has a preorder. )
We indicate further directions of research. The question of the topology of non-complete domains is not yet fully answered, Sazonov made some first observations on this in [17] .
In the introduction we posed as an open problem to find categories of abstract incomplete domains with the existence of fixpoints of endofunctions. Also interesting is the question to find such categories of concrete incomplete domains, i.e. domains based on mechanisms like games.
